
WCG 2019 Xi’an Grand Final 

ROBOT FIGHTING CHAMPIONSHP: GANKER ARENA 

 

1. General provisions 

A. Purpose 

- This regulation is to arrange fair competition among the Players of “WCG Robot 

Fighting Championship: Ganker Arena” and to assure smooth progress of a 

competition.  

B. Robot Version: GANKER EX (Official robot provided by GJS) 

C. Controller: Motion Capture Controller 

               (Controller can be changeable due to WCG’s decision) 

D. Size of Robot Stadium: Width 3m x Length 3m 

E. Players Obligations 

- Any players playing on stage must wear uniform provided by WCG. Refusal to wear the 

official stage match uniform may result in a default loss. 

 

2. Definitions of Match Terms 

A. Match: Refer to as one whole game 

B. Set: Score that decides Match’s win or lose  

- Finals and third place match will have maximum of 3 set 

- Rest will have 1 set 

C. Round: Score that decides Set’s win or lose  

- 1 set will have maximum of 3 rounds 

 

3. Match Types 

A. Team Rounds: 2 vs. 2 

- Round Win: By making opponent’s Robot’s HP to 0 or making it unable to proceed the 

match. 

- 1 Round : 2 vs. 2 

- 2 Round : 2 vs. 2 

- 3 Round : 1 vs. 1  

 Proceeds when 1st and 2nd round creates tie score 

 After 2nd round, team chooses a player to enter 1 vs. 1 round. 

B. FFA: Free For All, 1 vs. 1 vs. 1 vs. 1  

- 1 round match 

- Round Win: 4 robots proceed the match at the same time. If other 3 robots’ HP becomes 

0 or becomes unable to proceed the match, last one standing wins. (Battle Royale) 



4. Team Rounds Set ups 

A. Group Full League 

- 4 teams, groups of 2 (total of 8 teams), match proceeds with style of Round Robin. 

- All matches will be 1 set (1 set : Best 2 out of 3 rounds) 

- Match schedule is as shown below: 

 

 

B. Single elimination tournament 

- 1st and 2nd place of each group will proceed to semi-final; the match will be a single 

elimination tournament.  

- All matches will be 1 set (1 set : Best 2 out of 3 rounds) 

- Semi-final tournament schedule including finals and third-place match is as shown below: 

 

C. Finals & Third-Place Match 

- Finals and third-place match will be Best 2 out of 3 sets 

- Each set will have Best 2 out of 3 rounds 
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D. Match Set-ups and Requirements for Winning 

- This set-up applies to all matches 

- Round Time 

Match Applying Set Round time 

2 vs 2 1, 2 Set 180 sec. 

1 vs 1 3 Set 120 sec. 

- Requirements for winning a round 

① Within the round time, making opponent’s all robots’ HP to 0 

② Within the round time, making opponent’s all robots’ HP to 0 was unsuccessful, 

higher combined HP of robots’ team wins  

③ During 1st and 2nd round, if both teams’ HPs are 0 or the same after round time is 

over, that round will be a draw and no score will be given 

④ On 3rd round, there will be no draw. If both teams’ HPs are 0 or the same after round 

time is over, there will be a rematch of 120 seconds of round time with same robots 

and players. (Damage multiplies by 1.5)  

⑤ On 3rd round, rematch will continue until winner gets decided 

 

E. Arrival of Players 

- All Players must arrive at New Horizons Stage before designated time and prepare for 

broadcasting match. 

- Must not leave the venue without the WCGs’ permission.  

- Players who’s finished with designated matches on that day can leave the venue under 

WCGs’ permission.   

5. Free For All Match Rules and Set-ups 

A. About the Match 

- Battle royal match with 4 robots battling at the same time until last one standing.  

- 16 players will draw beforehand to make 4 groups 

 

 

- Each group will play as single-round match to decide one winner 

- Winners from each group advance to finals 
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- 4 players entered in to finals will play as single-round match with same match rules 

- Schedule is as below: 

TIME DAY3 (7/20) DAY4 (7/21) 

10:30 – 11:00 ROBOT FFA Match 1   

13:00 – 13:30 ROBOT FFA Match 2  

14:00 – 14:30  ROBOT FFA FINAL 

16:30 – 17:00 ROBOT FFA Match 3   

18:30 – 19:00 ROBOT FFA Match 4   

B. Match Rules and Requirements for Winning 

- Round Time: 300 sec. 

- Requirements for Winning 

① Player who survives till other players’ robots’ HP becomes 0 within round time.  

② Player whose robot’s HP is higher than remaining survived robots after round time is 

over.  

③ If more than 2 of remaining robots’ HP becomes 0 at the same time or when round 

time is over and remaining robots’ HPs are the same, players in the ongoing round 

will do a rematch with 180 sec. round time with 1.5 multiplied damage. Robots whose 

HPs were already 0 during this case become exception to rematch.  

④ Rematch will continue until winner gets decided. 

 

6. Before Match Set-ups and Pausing 

A. Before Match Preparations 

- Current preparations will take place before every round/set, if robot is damaged, replace 

it with back up robot or repair it within the time referee has given. 

- Repair time will be 5 minutes unless there is particular issue.  

- Player must confirm robot’s battery before match begins to prevent it from stopping 

during the match.  

- Before match begins, both teams will place their robots on the ring and stand by. 

- Referee will examine participating robot’s condition before match begins and ask player 

to demonstrate robot’s movement, and each joints movement more than once to check 

abnormality.   

- After inspection, players will move their robots to their side of the ring where their own 

team is placed.  

- Weapons for robot can be chosen freely within the items WCGs provided. If a team uses 

weapon outside of what WCGs’ has provided, that team will be forfeited regardless of 

match result.   

- Even if weapon detaches from robot during the match, current match will go on, and 

after that round/set ends, weapon can be reattached.  



B. About Pausing 

- Pausing is only allowed when referee announces pausing after making a decision based 

on the circumstances. 

- General reasons of pausing and proceeding is as shown below: 

① If the Fighting Stage is damaged too much and unable to proceed the match, resume 

the match after repairing the stadium. Based on degree of damage, match can be 

resumed with some areas excluded.   

② If more than two robots’ body get tangled and unavailable to move or attack, pause 

can be called out, and under referee’s instructions, separate the robots, place them 

on each team’s ring side and resumes the match. 

③ If the robot stops moving due to technical problems in non-contact circumstances 

other than battery problem, match will be paused to resolve the robot’s error  and 

resume the match. If the error cannot be resolved, referee can make decision to 

replace the robot or decides the winner. If the robot is replaced, proceed with 

rematch.  

④ If both teams’ robots have fallen and unable to proceed with the match, referee can 

pause the match, and in that circumstances, under referee’s instructions, each teams’ 

players will bring back their robots to their ring side and resume the match.  

⑤ If third-person who is non-player or non-staff member interferes with the game 

during the match, pausing can be called out, and if it is decided that the match is 

unable to proceed, winner can be decided by decision or proceed with rematch.  

⑥ Even in situations that’s not mentioned on this regulation, referee can call out for 

pause of the match, and in this circumstances, reason of pausing will be shared to all 

players.  

- If disconnections happen between robot and controller: immediate pause of the match 

① Robot or Controller’s problem. 

 If referee decides there is a disconnection between robot and controller, immediate 

pause of the game can be called out.  

 If the problem can be resolved immediately or within 5 minutes without replacing 

the robot, resume from the paused situation.  

 If robot has to be replaced or it needs more than 10 minutes to prepare, it will be a 

rematch and ongoing round or ongoing set will be invalidated.  

② In circumstances of Players’ carelessness such as controller wearing problem 

 Re-wear the controller, set-up and resume the match from the paused situation. 

 After the match, relevant player is given 1 warning, and in the event of accumulating 

2 warnings, 1 round or 1 set will be forfeited.  

③ In Case of Battery Malfunction or Out of Battery 

 Changes the battery, set-up and resume from paused situation.  

 In case of failed charging due to player ’s carelessness, after the match, relevant 



player is given 1 warning, and in the event of accumulating 2 warnings, 1 round or 

1 set will be forfeited.   

- In Case of Malfunction of Robot’s Damage Recognition: Immediate Pause of the Match 

 If referee decides there is malfunction of Robot’s damage recognition, match can be 

paused immediately.   

 If the problem can be resolved immediately without replacing the robot or within 5 

minutes, resume the match from paused situation.  

 If robot has to be replaced or it needs more than 10 minutes to prepare, it will be a 

rematch and ongoing round or ongoing set will be invalidated. 

- In case of breakage and stoppage of robot during battle: Continues the ongoing round or 

set and pause after it ends.  

 Referee holds the right to decide K.O if the malfunctioning situation occurs during 

the battle, and if it is not disconnection problem, match will not be paused.   

 Players are obligated to check Robot is operational before the match, and breakage 

and stoppage due to the damage during battle will not stop the match.  

 In case of complete inoperative situation is considered as K.O, ongoing round will 

end. However, rematch can be occurred if referee judges the robot has serious 

defectiveness.  

 If the next match is immediately needed, match will immediately proceed with 

usage of backup robot provided by WCG. 

 If the robot’s motion controller has a problem, match could be proceed with usage 

of joystick controller.  

C. If weapon or armor falls off during match, match will not be stopped, it can be 

reattached after ongoing round or set ends.  

D. In principle, if stuck occurs because of opponent’s robot, objects on arena, or 

weapon/armor and unable to move, match will not be stopped. However, if the referee 

judges match cannot proceed no longer due to all robots in match are stuck, match can 

be paused and resume from starting point.  

E. Including a regulation above, referee holds all the right to stop or proceed the match 

based on all situations about robot, system, and other issues, and Players must comply 

referee’s decision.  

 

7. Regulation for Robot Skins 

- Players must use skins that are produced by GJS and approved by WCG.  

- Skin cannot be changed during a match/set/round, unless referee judges’ match cannot 

proceed due to serious breakage, after round or set is over, change of skin can be 

ordered and Players must comply.   

 



8. Regulation for Weapon and Armor 

- Players must choose either one of weapon or armor that is produced by GJS and 

approved by WCG and choosing weapon or armor must be done in 10 minutes before 

match begins.  

- If both teams choose same armor or weapon, usage will be decided through coin toss.  

- Selected weapon or armor cannot be changed during match/set/round.  

- However, referee judges match cannot proceed due to serious breakage of weapon or 

armor, after round or set is over, changing can be ordered and players must comply.  

 

9. Warning 

- Warning is divided in two types; verbal warning and warning.  

- Verbal Warning: A penalty referee judges and gives due to Players’ minor mistake or 

fault. In event of accumulating 3 verbal warnings, 1 warning will be given.  

- Warning: A penalty that is given due to Player ’s major mistake or fault. In even of 

accumulating 2 warnings, relevant team will be given 1 defeat of 1 round. 

 

10. Prize Money 

A. Team Round 

- Total Prize Money: $ 31,000  

 1st Place: $18,000 / 2nd Place: $9,000 / 3rd Place: $4,000 

B. Free For All Round 

- Total Prize Money: $ 7,000  

 1st Place: $4,000 / 2nd Place: $2,000 / 3rd Place: $1,000 

 

11. Application and Amendment of Regulation.  

- Regulation above can be amended due to follow reasons: 

① In case of WCG decides to change the match procedure according to Robot’s system 

and technical characteristic.  

② In case of WCG decides to change robot’s version or Controller usage.  

③ In case of WCG finds unfair activity or a problem in robot/system and decides to add 

this finding in the regulation. 

 

12. Penalty for unfair play 

- If a player assigned to broadcasting match fail to arrive on stage in time, he/she shall be 

disqualified from the tournament.  

- Player exhibits any behavior that goes against the WCG’s spirit of fair play and proper 

etiquette or any behavior that disgraces the player ’s honor: the player hurts his/her 



reputation and that of his/her country/affiliation. 

- Player cheats or provides false information on his/her profile 

- Non-permitted trips away from the player ’s hotel and/or the WCG 2019 Xi’an Grand Final 

site 

- Abusive speech and behavior against the tournament staff (referees, etc.) and/or other 

players 

- Non-conformance with the proper wearing of player identification, uniforms and 

attachments (ID cards, player bibs, etc.) 

- Any other inappropriate behavior, as decided by the referee and/or the operations staff, 

may result in a warning or disqualification. 

 

13. Right to File a Protest/Objection 

- If a player does not agree with a match result, the player must raise an objection to the 

referee or staff immediately after the match. After the results of the match are announced, 

objections will not be accepted. 

- If a player does not agree with the mediation of a referee, he/she can file a protest to the 

dispute resolution committee. The decision of the committee will be the result, and thus 

a player can be disqualified if he/she does not obey the final decision of the dispute 

resolution committee. 


